
Track Changing Initiative Action Plan 
 
Vision - to achieve global solidarity which we define as -  

- Out of compassion and pursuit of justice… an action to care, listen and help each 
other… that promotes connectedness and equality throughout the world 

 
Theory of change 

- Changing language/the narrative as a way of moving towards global solidarity - while 
also recognising that this is one part of a much bigger strategy for change.  

- This involves recognising the failures of the current narrative and creating an alternative 
that is honest and true to reality 

- Language has the power to impact behaviours, views and feelings 
 
Language examples we came up with together  

- Order = current >> reflect reality >> vision/what we want to create 
- Aid >> compensation >> global solidarity 
- Voiceless >> marginalised people >> people driven (change) 
- GN/GS >> L/M/H income countries and/or natural resourceful/Industrialised countries >> 

one world 
 
Action Plan 
 

IMMEDIAT
E  
 
ACTIONS 

● Kampala Initiative Declaration - feed in terms and definitions 
● Webinar - to feed back our plan to those engaged with Kampala 
Initiative (especially those interested in our thematic area) and get their 
inputs/feedback before continuing with the plan - see notes on the draft 

format of the workshop here - 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1j_KTEXuLUJnqUF2BDJchudr_6f

RAPuUY 
● Narrative rep in each group - recognising that our issue is cross 

cutting, have a rep in each of the thematic groups to support with 
developing useful language 

● Continued discussion/reflection - set up a google doc where we can 
continue to explore and share problematic terms, terms that better 

reflect reality, and vocabulary that reflects our aspirations towards global 
solidarity  

SHORT  
 
TERM 

Track Changing Initiative 
(TCI) 

New work for our group 

Health Poverty Action  
Work already ongoing that we will engage 

with 

One pager - draft a one pager 
which outlines the 
important/power of language in 
changing behaviour (including 
examples like positive language 
around HIV Thomas was talking 

Join advisory group - HPA to update new 
members of where we are at and then join a 
group call scheduled for the end of this month 
- this is to help shape the research plan for 
HPA’s work on narratives (see more info 
below) 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1j_KTEXuLUJnqUF2BDJchudr_6fRAPuUY
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1j_KTEXuLUJnqUF2BDJchudr_6fRAPuUY


about), what our proposed 
alternatives are and examples 
(e.g. some World Bank or GFF 
text edited in “tracked changes” 
to demonstrate our point) 
This will be translated into 
multiple languages including 
regional variants 

MEDIUM 
 TERM 

Test out our new narrative 
with colleagues and allies 
through conversation/Skype 
calls/Whatsapp etc… Those we 
engage with will include our 
own organisations (PHM, OSF, 
HPA) and others within and 
beyond the Kampala Initiative 
who are interested 
The audience for this is 
international civil society 
The aim is to see if people like 
them, get feedback, explore 
how these new terms apply in 
different contexts, learn from 
people’s trial use etc… 
 
Reconvene as a group and 
feedback from our testing 
and conversations - develop 
summary of learning to feed 
into next stage 

Draw on HPA’s communications toolkit as 
a starting point for exploring our language 
 
Participate in HPA’s research on narratives 
which is in two parts 

1) Research and evidence gathering on 
why the current narrative is 
undermine our efforts to achieving 
global solidarity 

2) Testing out a new narrative with the 
UK public (note, the messages and 
alternatives we have developed at the 
Kampala Initiative will feed into this 
process too) 

 
Summarise findings from the message 
testing - to feed back into next stage 

LONG 
 TERM 

Finalise framing and develop a strategy for targeting those responsible for 
creating and maintaining the narrative of aid - drawing on the learning from 
both the TCI and HPA work detailed above, compile learnings and develop a 
strategy plan to target those responsible for re/creating narrative of aid (and 
perhaps also those with power to change e.g. academics and researchers). 
This strategy could be at an international level, or national level - this will likely 
depend on who we are able to engage in this process 
This learning will need to be translated again into multiple languages (including 
regional variations) and contexts. 
We will also need to establish an M&E process that we can use to capture 
learning and development 

 
 
 


